CLOVER is a four-leafed clover with bad luck. He’s a bit absent-minded, but always means well and has a great sense of humor. Clover comes with his lucky (removable) ladybug, Howard. Feelings included: Happy, Disappointed and Optimistic.

HUGGTOPUS ™ is friendly and affectionate. Huggs is all smiles and giggles, but sometimes she needs to remember about boundaries. Feelings include: Happy, Silly and Frustrated.

CLOUD ™ is a bit moody and unpredictable. Depending on his mood, he can be happy or sad just by you turning his head. Feelings included: Happy, Mad and Sad.

BUG is a caterpillar who is afraid of change. When Bug is feeling afraid, just fold up his wings into the tuck-away pocket on his back and when he’s feeling brave he spreads them to fly! Feelings included: Happy, Brave and Left Out.

CAT is a decisive leader, but she can be a bit bossy. Cat’s bossiness can sometimes lead to confrontations so she comes with five bandages to help heal hurt feelings. Feelings included: Happy, Cranky and Curious plus 5 bandages.

LOVEY DOVE ® is nurturing and patient and, like all doves, keeps the peace! Because she’s a mum, she tends to worry. Lovey comes with her baby, Turtle Dove, tucked gently under her wing. Feelings included: Happy, Hopeful and Proud.

BELLA ROSE is sensitive and sweet. Being sensitive can be a blessing, but sometimes it can be a challenge. When Bella Rose’s feelings get hurt, she tends to close up. Feelings include: Happy, Sensitive and Insecure.

Feelings can be messy... Kimochis® can help!

Loved for their colour, their character or the lessons they teach, children adore the award-winning Kimochis® for so many reasons!

www.trybooking.com/BHQO